
Requests for Proposals 
Transportation Consulting Services and Software 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Souderton Area School District in Souderton, Pennsylvania (the District) request proposals 
to provide transportation management software and bus route planning services.  The Request for 
Proposals (RFP) allows two options.  
 

Option 1:  Combined Software and Consulting Services for Bus Route Planning 
A consultant can recommend a software program, arrange with the software 

company to provide the software, assist in the implementation, and plan bus routes for the 
2018-19 school year.   

 
Option 2: Consulting Services for Bus Route Planning  

The District will select transportation management software and consultants will 
be selected with a proven track record in using that specific software program. The 
consultant will oversee the implementation of the software, plan routes for 2018-19 and 
assist the District’s Transportation Coordinator in preparing various reports for schools, 
parents, drivers, and the bus contractors.   

 
REQUIREMENTS FOR BUS ROUTE PLANNING SERVICES 
 
In the current system, one contractor provides services in large school buses for public school 
elementary and secondary school students, nonpublic school students, charter school students, 
and special education students. While most of the buses serve two schools each morning and 
afternoon, some only serve one school.  A second contractor serves special education students 
using vans and mini-buses. These vehicles serve each morning and afternoon and occasional 
field trips. 
 
Routes need to be planned for the 2018-19 school year.  Preliminary routes are needed by June to 
determine if proposed route changes require early notification of parents. The preliminary routes 
should be tested to determine that the times are realistic. These routes will be modified late in the 
summer to accommodate newly enrolled students and students moving within the District. The 
bus routing consultant will be required to provide various reports to prove that the routes planned 
are as cost effective as possible. These reports should compare the 2017-18 school year with the 
proposed routes in terms of the number of vehicles required, the ride times of students, and the 
total mileage required to transport all students. The bus router will also assist late in the summer 
to provide reports needed for drivers, schools, and parent notices.  
 
Upon conclusion of the bus routing for the 2018-19 school year, the consultant should make 
written recommendations on the routing process, and District policies or guidelines that affect 
transportation cost and a training program for District staff involved in transportation 
management.   



SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE PROGRAM 
 
Describe how your transportation management software system meets or exceeds the following 
requirements:  
 
Software Specifications 
 
 
Section 1: Geographic Information System 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
The system should provide an 
electronic map that represents the 
district streets, including known 
subdivisions or other roads up to the 
time of delivery of the system.  

  

The system allows subsequent and 
periodic importing of a new map from 
commercially standard mapping 
formats, such as ESRI or MapInfo 

  

The system allows importing of 
subsequent and periodic changes in 
the boundary layer information from 
the commercially available formats, 
such as ESRI or MapInfo. 

  

Protects any District-initiated changes 
or customizations in the map while 
accepting the new information from 
an imported map.  

  

Satellite views must be displayable on 
any map, including during the route 
building process. 

  

Satellite views must scale 
automatically as the map scale is 
altered. 

  

Displays non-transportation related 
features such as waterways, railroads, 
etc. 

  

Displays icons for schools and other 
landmarks. 

  

 
  



 
 
Section 2: Map Editing Functions 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Allows multiple users to be editing 
the map simultaneously (with 
appropriate user rights). 

  

Includes all map editing functions in 
the same program as the routing 
functions, not requiring the user to 
start a different editing program. 

  

Allows the user to be able to add or 
modify streets and house numbers in 
the system without vendor 
intervention. 

  

Provides the ability to digitally draw 
new roads in ways that can 
appropriately scale the entered roads. 

  

Encodes transportation data, such as 
one-way streets, travel speeds, no 
travel roads, etc.  

  

Allows the simultaneous application 
of attributes (speeds, one-way, etc.) 
over a series of map segments, rather 
than only a segment at a time. 

  

Encodes stop locations as currently 
used/approved for the district. 

  

Allows the user to add notes to a bus 
stop (or other location), indicating on 
the map where such annotated 
stops/locations are. 

  

 
 
Section 3: Student Data 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
System shall use the student ID as 
found in the district’s student 
information system. 

  

In addition to the home address, the 
system shall allow for multiple 
addresses for a single child (i.e., 
different AM pickup, different PM 
dropoff). 

  

Allows for different pickup/dropoff 
addresses on different days. 

  



Allows for storage of a mailing 
address that may not be the same as 
the home address. 

  

Stores the school of attendance.   
Stores the school of residence (which 
may differ from school of attendance, 
as in Magnet programs or School 
Choice). 

  

Stores emergency contacts with 
phone numbers and a note indicating 
the relationship of the contact to the 
student. 

  

Allows the user to enter notes in 
paragraph form. 

  

Stores a photograph of the student.   
Imports photographs (in batch or 
individually) from the student 
information system. 

  

Stores a Family ID code and uses that 
code to group students into families. 

  

System should use the Family ID to 
allow the user to apply changes made 
to one student other students in the 
same family (where appropriate and 
at user discretion) without having to 
open each student record. 

  

The system should allow the operator 
to attach files in standard formats to 
the student record. These attached 
files should be stored with the system 
and remain with the student through 
grade advancement. 

  

Provides the ability to establish 
periodic, unattended downloads form 
the District’s student information 
system into the software. This is 
above and beyond any initial 
download that is used to begin the 
software installation.  

  

Accepts ASCII downloads in fixed-
field, comma delimited, or tab-
delimited formats. 

  

Provides the user the ability to 
preview the import prior to running to 
verify that it will import properly. 

  

Processes downloaded data during the 
import process to geocode students 
and assign each student to the 

  



appropriate walk/ride status, bus stop, 
and school (according to the 
established system rules). 
Processes downloads such that any 
address corrections the Transportation 
Office has made are preserved, even 
when the same student is downloaded 
with the same incorrect address 
another time. 

  

Processes downloads with field level 
intelligence rather than overwriting a 
blank field in the download where the 
Transportation Office has data in the 
receiving field.  

  

Exports data to other systems (ASCII, 
ODBC, SIF). 

  

 
 
Section 4: Geocoding 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
System automatically geocodes 
students, individually or in batch, 
based on their house number and 
street name. 

  

Automatically accepts standard 
variations, such as ST/Street, 
AV/Ave/Avenue, etc. 

  

Automatically recognizes as 
simultaneously valid situations where 
a single street is known by more than 
one name (i.e. State St/Route 5), 
allowing either (or any listed) name to 
be a match for the map. 

  

Accurately locates a student where 
the same address occurs more than 
once in the map (i.e. two addresses of 
50 Main St in different communities). 

  

Allows for manual geocoding.   
 
 
Section 5: Transportation Assignments 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Automatically assigns walk/ride 
status based upon the school of 
attendance rather than only the school 
of residence (the home school). 

  



Allows for open enrollment, and/or 
Magnet Schools where the student is 
allowed to attend without reference to 
enrollment boundary. 

  

Allows for multiple schools to use a 
single location (such as a corner or 
other collector stop) as a bus stop, 
without requiring multiple stops at 
that location for each school. 

  

Automatically determines the 
appropriate school and walk/ride 
status based on the boundaries, grade 
range, and academic program. 

  

Automatically determines the 
appropriate bus stop for transportation 
eligible students, based on user-
defined maximum walk-to-stop 
distances. 

  

System lists the bus stop corner (or 
directional) to which the student is 
assigned, i.e. 45 Broad St (NE), 
where the (NE) indicates the northeast 
corner. 

  

Automatically responds to routing 
changes and maintains the appropriate 
corner indication based upon the way 
the bus approaches the bus stop. 

  

System automatically allows the user 
to assure that the same stop is 
assigned morning and afternoon, even 
if a closer stop is available on one of 
the routes. 

  

System uses a rule set to 
automatically provide curb-to-curb 
stops for students meeting the rules. 

  

Allows for simple creation of a curb-
to-curb stop for any student. 

  

Provides the ability to manually 
override any automatic bus stop 
assignment. 

  

When desirable, the user should have 
the option of assigning any manually 
selected bus stop. 

  

Automatically assigns students to a 
bus servicing their bus stop which 
will take the student to the 
appropriate school at the appropriate 
time. 

  



 
 
Section 6: Student Rollover Function 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Transportation personnel must be able 
to grade advance students to begin 
work on the next year's routes without 
altering the routes (or students) for 
the current year or creating a separate 
database. 

  

User-initiated grade-advance 
(rollover) that moves the student from 
grade to grade, school to school, and 
stop to stop (if district rules require 
such a changed based on the new 
grade level). This must be a single 
process, not requiring multiple 
iterations. 

  

The official district rollover data may 
be imported into the data used for 
next year’s routes without altering 
any current routes. 

  

 
 
Section 7: Routing Functions 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Automatically creates a visual display 
of bus stops when selecting the 
school/schools the routes serve.  The 
user should not have to manually load 
multiple layers to prepare for routing. 

  

Automatically indicate the number of 
students at any stop, with a system 
indication of those waiting to be 
picked up as well as those that might 
already be picked up on any given bus 
route. 

  

Visually display the side of the street 
from which a student has approached 
the bus stop in order to make manual 
route decisions to minimize students 
who must cross the street to get to 
their stop. 

  

Appropriately assign students to bus 
stops that are visually indicated as 
right-side stops. 

  



System will not pick up a student at a 
right-side restricted stop unless the 
user intentionally overrides the rule 
(and subsequent to a warning of the 
exception to the rule). 

  

Allow students for different schools 
to be on the same bus at the same 
time, tracking their arrival times at the 
appropriate schools. 

  

All routes are created and 
immediately represented following 
the allowed travel paths. 

  

Routes may be edited to change stop 
sequences, paths, or students on the 
route. 

  

Automatically updates student 
information (bus stop/ride time, etc) 
when they are included on a route. 

  

Allows the user to display any or all 
routes (including a mix of morning 
and afternoon routes) on the map 
simultaneously and edit any selected 
route. 

  

Allow examination of the route at any 
point, displaying the students liable to 
be on board at that point, along with 
critical demographic information 
(name, birth date, phone number). 
Also run the same report for students 
yet to board the bus. 

  

Provides the ability to play back the 
bus travel path. 

  

Prevents the system of creating a 
turnaround in the middle of the road 
(with a manual override if necessary). 

  

Allows the user to create designated 
turnaround locations (used 
automatically), giving the appropriate 
time and distance for a route 
including the time and distance to and 
from the turnaround point.  

  

Creates afternoon routes by creating a 
copy or a mirrored version of the 
morning route. 

  

Allows for multiple pick-up/drop-off 
points as schools. A single point 
might service two or more schools, or 

  



a single school might have more than 
one desired service point. 
While on the same map used to 
build/report bus routes, the user 
should have the ability to mark a 
street as closed (perhaps due to 
construction) and have the system 
automatically reroute both the visible 
route and any other route traveling 
over that section of the road. 

  

Integrates with Google maps to 
enable the router to virtually drive the 
route along the photographic 
representation of the map. 

  

 
 
Section 8: Reporting 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Prints stop lists with or without 
student names (at user discretion). 

  

Prints left/right instructions for 
drivers with or without student names 
(at user discretion).  

  

All reports for drivers include the 
distance from one stop to the next, or 
from each turning movement to the 
next. 

  

All stop lists and/or driver directions 
are immediately available following 
any route change. 

  

Changes to the map that might add 
points to a street will not require all 
directions to be reprinted for routes 
traversing that street. 

  

Indicates the pick up or drop off 
corner for the route. 

  

Allows district-selected student data 
to be printed with each student. 

  

Allows the student photograph to 
print with the student's name, by stop. 

  

Allows indication of whether a 
student must cross the street to arrive 
at their bus stop (listed with each 
student). 

  

Allows the user to edit and save the 
templates to create custom Driver 
Directions/Stop lists, including the 

  



ability to change fonts, sizes, and 
locations of certain types of 
information.  
Automatically print notifications for 
the driver to indicate railroad 
crossings or other road-based hazards. 

  

Prints route sheets singly, or in user-
selected batches. 

  

Prints names of monitors and/or aides 
on routes. 

  

System capable of tracking all 
required data for the PDE 1049 State 
reporting 

  

System capable of generating a file 
for the PDE 1049 report that can be 
uploaded into the E-Tran website. 

  

 
 
 
Section 9: Boundary Drawing and Editing 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
System should have tools to for 
precision boundary drawing and 
editing, including: attaching to 
specific locations on a street or 
boundary and following a street or 
boundary. 

  

Displays boundaries an outline or 
with a fill color, at user discretion. 

  

System can link boundaries such that 
editing one can automatically produce 
the appropriate change in the adjacent 
boundary. 

  

All boundaries should be created, 
maintained, and employed in the 
same system as the routing functions, 
without the need to import or translate 
the boundaries in any way. 

  

The system may use a single 
boundary to make different types of 
assignments. For example, the same 
boundary may serve as both a school 
and walk zone for school where all 
students walk to that building. 

  

What-If boundaries may be used with 
the what-if capabilities of the routing 

  



system to provide a picture of the 
transportation response to any change. 
Boundaries may be hidden or 
displayed, at user discretion. 

  

Residence locations of selected 
students may be displayed on the map 
and color-coded according to user-
selected criteria. 

  

System should include tools for 
forecasting future student 
populations. 

  

Counts may be run according to the 
forecast population in the selected 
boundary or boundaries. 

  

System can generated a report 
indicating all students (of particular 
grade ranges) falling inside a selected 
boundary. 

  

Creates a hard copy report showing 
address that fall within selected (or 
all) schools. 

  

 
 
Section 10: Implementation Services for Routing Software 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
The vendor will work with the district 
to provide an electronic map that 
represents known streets in the 
district, even if not available on the 
base electronic map.  

  

Vendor will enter all school 
information including addresses, 
grades, and bell-times. 

  

Vendor will enter district boundaries.   
Vendor will enter district walk-to-
stop distances. 

  

Vendor will enter all bus stop 
locations. 

  

Vendor will enter current enrollment 
and walk zone boundaries, according 
to district instructions. 

  

Vendor will provide maps with the 
indicated data for district review prior 
to training. 

  

Vendor will create a customized 
student database, taking into account 
district needs, and import all students. 

  



Vendor will conduct an initial address 
match of student information against 
the map file and correct errors not 
requiring district knowledge. 

  

Vendor will correct student 
geocoding issues that do not require 
district knowledge. 

  

 
 
Section 11: Training for Routing Software 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Vendor will train district staff on their 
own live and operational data.  

  

Please supply a brief description of 
the training plan, onsite and offsite 
etc…. 

  

Vendor will have a system in place 
for future addition onsite or online 
training, as might be needed. 

  

Vendor to have a library of training 
documents available to the district as 
needed. 

  

Vendor to have a library of training 
Vidoes available to the district as 
needed. 

  

 
 
Section 12: System Security 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Access rights should be defined by 
user groups, with each member of the 
group inheriting the group rights. 

  

Each user should be assigned a 
separate password. 

  

The security system for all vendor 
software shall use the same user/user 
group concepts, with the rights 
assignable as appropriate for the 
specific software. 

  

The system supports Active 
Directory. 

  

System provides a fine grain of 
control over functional elements of 
the system so that 
users may be allowed “view,” “edit” 
and/or “print” abilities. 

  



System allows for function level 
security levels on various functions 
on the map. This allows some to view 
the map, some to edit only certain 
features and others to have full 
access. 

  

Student records are automatically 
stamped with the user name and time 
of change. 

  

Route records are automatically 
stamped with the user name and time 
of change. 

  

System should allow the user to mark 
certain student records as 
“confidential,” and to print such 
instructions on driver sheets. 

  

Browser-based applications should 
provide for the use of Secure Sockets 
Layer (SSL) encryption, or better. 

  

 
 
Section 13: General Maintenance 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Requires and uses Microsoft SQL 
Server as the system database 

  

The database must allow the District 
to connect to the database with third 
party software, if desired. 

  

Student data should be stored in a 
single database. Spreading a district’s 
enrollment over multiple databases or 
database instances does not meet the 
student enrollment criteria for this 
qualification. The district desires to 
manage all students in a single 
databases /database instance. 

  

No other database server or database 
software is required for the normal 
functioning of the system. 

  

The system should be self-
maintaining system. No periodic 
maintenance functions should be 
required to update maps, routes or 
student information when any of 
those elements are changed. 

  

System should not require users to 
exit the system to process any 

  



changes to students, routes, maps or 
boundaries. Please indicate all 
functions that require that only a 
single user be logged in while that 
function is running. 
System should be scalable to 
accommodate both current and future 
populations without requiring a 
different version, program, or expense 
for adding additional students and/or 
routes. 

  

System automatically archives 
transportation relevant information 
nightly. 

  

Provide timely, no-charge, unlimited, 
telephone support (renewable 
annually). Please provide an 
indication of the response times that 
we can expect. 

  

Provide secure, no-charge, Internet 
connections for remote viewing or 
control of the district computers. 

  

Provide extended support hours 
during the weeks before and after 
school startup. 

  

 
 
Section 14: School Staff & Contractor read only access 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Provides a browser based read-only 
version for unlimited users. 
Principals, secretaries, contractor 
staff, etc.  Users who can see 
information to answer questions but 
not change route or student data. 

  

Provides mobile app read-only 
version for unlimited users. 
Principals, secretaries, contractor 
staff, etc.  Users who can see 
information to answer questions but 
not change route or student data 

  

 

  



 
 
Section 15: Optional GPS Integration 
 
Specification Y/N? Explanation 
Vendor must offer an optional GPS 
Integration functionality with a 
cellular based GPS System.   

  

GPS Integration functionality enables 
users to view GPS data from a 
compatible GPS product on the 
primary routing system’s GIS map. 

  

The optional GPS integration system 
must compare live GPS data with 
planned route data and should have 
the option of alerting specific district 
personnel of any deviations in the 
planned path, speed, stop location and 
stop time. Alerts should be via text or 
email messages. 

  

GPS Integration functionality should 
be capable of creating a complete bus 
route, including stop locations, times, 
driving path, utilizing the GPS data. 

  

GPS Integration functionality should 
be capable of creating new streets 
utilizing the GPS data. 

  

 

 
  



PROPOSAL CONTENTS 
 
Prospective consultants should provide the following:  
 

 Relevant Qualifications of individuals proposed for the project 
 Related Experience 

o Other school systems 
o Use of specific software programs 

 Three letters of Reference 
 Timeline for Completion of Bus Routing 

o Develop a project schedule detailing all tasks and responsibilities including 
provision of data by District staff including the Transportation Manager, the 
Student Information System Manager, and the Special Education Department 

 Proposed costs for the consulting 
 Proposed costs, if applicable, of software license 
 Proposed performance measures for determining the cost effectiveness of the 

transportation system 
 
  



PROPOSAL FORM 
 
Name of Consulting Firm _______________________________________________________ 
Address   _______________________________________________________ 
    _______________________________________________________ 
Telephone    _______________________________________________________ 
Email address   _______________________________________________________ 
 
Proposed Costs 

Consulting services ________________________________________________________ 
Software   
 Company ________________________________________________________ 
 Version  ________________________________________________________ 
 Cost, initial ________________________________________________________ 
 Cost, future years __________________________________________________ 
Training  _________________________________________________________ 
Implementation Services ___________________________________________________ 
Other costs  _________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature  __________________________________________________________ 
Position Title  __________________________________________________________  
 

 
 
 


